
 

SE is resitting maths this year, having gained a Grade 1 last year. She comes from an 
area of high deprivation and has a record of academic underachievement. She 
believes she may have dyslexia, although this is not currently supported by an 
assessment, she, nevertheless, believes it holds her back which consequently 
affects her motivation. She started this year at a grade 2 in maths and wasn’t happy 
coming to lessons which meant intervention measures had to be put into place. In 
the last academic year, she had some in-class behavioural issues and was unwilling 
to interact and engage in maths classroom activities. Eventually this year, with 
support and reassurance, she started attending and, with encouragement, was able 
to see the benefits of improving her grade in maths. She has become more 
motivated to achieve, but was aware that Grade 4 standard was a very high target 
and she was concerned she would not be able to achieve this.  

On being introduced to the Kerboodle service, however, her initial interaction was 
positive and she seemed to engage well with and enjoy the activities. Her in-class 
behaviour improved and she became more willing to interact through accessing and 
using Kerboodle.  This may, in part, be contributing to the more positive behaviour 
traits she is now displaying. 

As the project has progressed SE’s concentration has improved since using the 
Kerboodle package for the measure shape and space element of the GCSE resit as 
has her attitude to learning. She has moved on from being a confrontational 
character in class to a more focused learner for whom it would appear ‘the penny 
has dropped’ in terms of her realisation that she can actually achieve and is a 
capable learner. During lockdown she didn’t attend sessions but worked from home 
using MyMaths and Google classroom to complete tasks. She joined up with another 
learner and started working extremely hard, suddenly she was producing work that 
was a grade 4 standard. her motivation here is to be praised. 

We expected and hoped SE would achieve grade 3, which was her target, but she is 
showing signs of working at a grade 4, especially in the measure shape and space 
(MSS) aspect of the curriculum, which in turn provides fundamental learning for 
other concepts. Her assessment marks in MSS have improved by 10%, also, since 
the use of the Kerboodle software in remote teaching. She has grown in confidence 
and ability, performing well in the end of year assessment, especially the geometry 
(shape and measure) which had been one of her weaker areas at the beginning of 
the year. 

SE attributes these positive changes and improvements to the way teaching, learning 
and assessment has been adapted during the remote learning periods, and the 
specific use of and access to the Google classroom/Kerboodle site which has 
enabled her to work at her own pace and access revision or guidance outside of the 
classroom sessions.  



As she stated: 

“I find maths a struggle and being able to use Google Classroom and 
Kerboodle to do maths tasks was ok and they were set out well and easy to 

follow and understand with the support given” 

It is also very pleasing to see that her change in behaviour is encouraging other 
learners to follow her behaviour and become more engaged with maths activities. 

We believe that being able to work at her own pace, using materials she could readily 
access and use to revise concepts has really aided her improvement.  Fundamental 
to her improvement and increased motivation, however, has been that she has 
received support, appropriate feedback and above all recognition for her hard work 
and achievement.  

 



 

JR lives in Warrington in the WA2 postcode, an area of high deprivation and low 
employment. She gained a grade 1 in school in maths, and completed the Level 1 
award in college last year and has moved to GCSE for 20/21. She has concentration 
issues and can find 3-hour sessions difficult. Last year, although she was not a 
‘challenging’ learner she would often ‘zone-out’ in class and had, in the past, fallen 
asleep in class sessions. her maths confidence was very low and she was very 
reluctant to join in activities or contribute to class discussion.  

This year, due to the lockdown we were very concerned that she would be at a 
further disadvantage and her problems compounded as our delivery pattern became 
alternate in-class and online delivery sessions.  However, it appears that use of the 
Kerboodle system has had several positive effects on JR’s learning.  The Kerboodle 
system linked to her use of Google Classroom and MyMaths and the support and 
close monitoring of progress she received from her maths teacher enabled her to 
more easily access and use the online provision,  

Her maths teacher has indicated that the use of Kerboodle in sessions has positively 
impacted on JR’s concentration levels. Since learning online and using Kerboodle, 
her attitude to learning has been vastly improved, due in part to the interactive 
element of the software meaning she can be more involved and engage with content 
for longer periods. She is now on target to achieve her grade 2 target grade, with 
roughly a 10% increase in her assessment scores for measure shape and space 
(MSS) questions linked to the exam. 

Towards the end of the project, she became the instigator of the group and 
encouraged other students to join in. In the end of year assessment, she has gained 
a grade 3 from her starting point of a grade 1. Now in lessons she can answer 
questions about topics she previously had no idea about which is very pleasing to 
see. 

 

 

 


